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UNBOUNDED COMMUTING OPERATORS
AND MULTIVARIATE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
YUAN XU
(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. The multivariate orthogonal polynomials are related to a family of
operators whose matrix representations are block Jacobi matrices. A sufficient
condition is given so that these operators, in general unbounded, are commuting
and selfadjoint. The spectral theorem for these operators is used to establish
the existence of the measure of orthogonality in Favard's theorem.

1. Introduction
Let No be the set of nonnegative integers. For a = (ax, ... , af) £ Nq
and x = (xx, ... , xf) £ Rd we use the standard notation xa = x"1 ■■■
x^d. The
number \a\ = ax H-\-ad
£ No is called the total degree of xa . For n £ No we
denote by IT^ the set of polynomials of total degree at most n in d variables,
and Yld the set of all polynomials in d variables.
Let Sf be a linear functional defined on Ud such that Sf(g2) > 0 whenever
g ^ 0. Such an Sf is called square positive, it induces an inner product on
Ud . Thus, the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process can be applied to {xa}
to obtain a system of multivariate orthonormal polynomials. These polynomials
share many properties of the univariant orthogonal polynomials. In particular,
they satisfy three-term relations that now take vector-matrix form. Let rf =
dimn^-dimn^j
= (k+d~l) • For a sequence of polynomials {PkYj=x , where
the superscript k means that Pk is of total degree k , we use vector notation
(1)

Fk(x) = [Pk(x),Pk(x),...,Pk(x)]T,

where rk = rf. . That {PkYj=xk°l0 is orthonormal with respect to Sf is equivalent to Sf (P„P£) = 8mtnl, where 7: rdxrd is the identity matrix. The notation
A: ixj means that A is a matrix of size ixj. We shall call {P„} orthonormal
polynomials for convenience. In [14, 15], we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let {P/t}£Lo' ^o ^ 0, be a sequence in Ud. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
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(1) There exists a linear functional which is square positive on Ud and makes
{P/t}£L0 an orthonormal basis in Ud .

(2) For k > 0, 1 < i < d, there exist matrices Aki: rfx rf+l and Bk t: rfx

rf, such that
(a) xiFk = Ak,lFk+x+BkJFk

+ ATk_liFk_x,

1 < i < d, and

(b) rank,4 = rf+l,
where A_Xj is taken to be zero.
This theorem extends Favard's theorem for the univariant case (cf. [3, p.
21]). The vector-matrix equation in (2) is the analogue of the three-term
relation. We shall write A„iX = a„ for d = 1 . For practical purposes, for
example in the Gaussian cubature formula, it is very important to know whether
Sf in Theorem 1 has an integral representation with respect to a nonnegative
Borel measure—measure of orthogonality. For the univariant case it is well
known that such a measure always exists. Moreover, if Carleman's condition
^2(1/a„) = 00 holds, the measure is unique. However, since it is known that

Sf(g2) > 0 is not equivalent to Sf(g) > 0 for g > 0, unless d = 1, it follows
from the theory of the moment problem (cf. [2, 5]) that there may not exist
such a measure of orthogonality for d > 1. In [15] we proved that if the coefficient matrices in the three-term relation are uniformly bounded in spectral
norm, then there is a unique measure. The purpose of this paper is to study the
unbounded case. Our result shows that an analogy of Carleman's condition is
sufficient for the existence and uniqueness of the measure of orthogonality.
We use an approach that is based on the operator theory. The connection between univariant orthogonal polynomials and the Jacobi matrix as an operator
on I2 is well known (cf. [1, 13]). For multivariate orthonormal polynomials,
we define associated operators as follow. Let Sf be a square positive linear
functional, and let {Pn}^0 oe a sequence of orthonormal polynomials satisfying the three-term relation in Theorem 1. Then linear operators 7}, 1 < i < d,
are defined to be matrix operators.

(2)

'B0,i

A0,,

AToi

BXJ

T,=

0
AXJ

T
Al,i

..

,

l<i<d,

B2,i

.0
which act via matrix multiplication on I2. The domain of 7, consists of
all sequences in I2 for which matrix multiplication yields a sequence in I2.
The connection between these operators and {P„} can be seen as follows. Let
{xj/n}^ be the canonical orthonormal basis for I2. We rewrite this basis as
{V«}£Lo= {(t>ljYLx
fc^o according to the lexicographical order, and introduce the
formal vector notation

4>*= [<tf,...,<f,

k£N0.

The orthogonality of {xpn}™=ocan be described as

(<d,o = ((tf, ^)fu;:x = 8u8kmi.
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We shall say that {^n}^
is orthonormal. Let & be the space of Yld equipped
with the inner product induced by Sf and the orthonormal basis {P„} . We
define multiplication operators Ai, ... , Aj on & by AjP = XjP. Let U be
a map from f? into I2 defined by U: F„ i-> <!>„. Then U is a unitary map.
The three-term relation implies that the multiplication operators Ax, ... , Aj
are transformed into operators given by the matrices Tx, ... ,Td.
For d = 1 we have only one operator, whose matrix representation is the
classical Jacobi matrix. We call the matrices T, block Jacobi matrices. The
elements of 7", are matrices whose sizes increase when moving down the main
diagonal. If these operators are selfadjoint and commuting, then the spectral
theorem for a commuting family of operators can be applied to establish the
existence of the measure. In [15] we considered the bounded case. Since the
fact that operators commute means their spectral measures commute, there is
a significant difference between bounded and unbounded cases (cf. [7]). We
describe our results in §2 and prove them in §3.

2. Main results

Let Jf = Jf\%d) denote the set of nonnegative Borel measures p on Rd ,
such that
/

Jw

\xa\dp(x)<+oo,

VaeNg'.

For p£jf
the numbers pa = Jxa dp(x), a £ Nq , are called the moments of
p. We are interested in the case for which Sf has a unique integral representation

Sf(f)=

[ f(x)dp(x),

Jw

p£jf.

The uniqueness of such a representation is in terms of the determinacy of the
measure. Two measures are called equivalent if they have the same moments.
The measure p is called determinate if the equivalent class of measures having
the same moments as p consists of p only.
Let || • ||2 be the spectral norm for matrices that is induced by the Euclidean
norm for vectors:

\\A\\2= max{v/A: X is an eigenvalue of A7A}.

In [15], we proved that T is bounded if and only if {H^/t./lb} and {||fife ,||2}
are bounded. We now state our main result.

Theorem 2. Let {P«}~0, Po ^ 0, be a sequence in Yld that satisfies the threeterm relation and rank condition in (2). If
OO

(*)

j

S th—r = °°'
k=o"An'ilh

then there exists a determinate measure p£j(
with respect to p.

l -' - d'
such that {P„} js orthonormal

This theorem extends the result in [15] by allowing the unbounded cases.
A typical example is the product of Hermite polynomials. In the univariant
case the condition (*) is well known (cf. [1, p. 24; 4]). The classical result
of Carleman on the determinacy in moment problem [1, p. 86] follows from
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this condition. For n £ N0 let pn = Sf(x") for Sf defined on n1 . Carleman's result says that {pn} is determinate if it satisfies Carleman's condition
2^=0(^2/!)~x/2n = 00. This result was extended by Nussbaum [8] to the multivariate moment problem. Let pa = Sf(xa) for Sf on Ud and denote by
p„j the marginal sequences pn,i = Sf(x"),
1 < 1 < d. Then Naussbaum's
result says that {pa} is determinate if {//„,,} verifies Carleman's condition.
The proof of this result in [8] is based on the theory of quasi-analytic vectors.
A natural question is then whether Nussbaum's result follows from condition
(*) in Theorem 2. This is discussed in the following.
For n £ N0 and a £ N^, we denote by x" the vector {xa}|Q|=„ where the
elements are numbered according to the lexicographical order in {a £ N0, |q| =
n}. The orthonormal polynomials P„ with respect to Sf can be written as
P„ = Gnxn + Qn >where Q„ is a polynomial vector with components in Tld_l .
In [16] we proved that the matrix G„ is invertible. Let L„ t, denote the matrices
of size rf_x x rd satisfying L„,x" = XjXn~x. Since x" = LXi---L„jx",
we
have

Sf(x1 FTn)= Li,i■• ■LnJSf(x"FT) = Lx,, • ••L„,,C„-1^(P„P„r).
Therefore, from equation
(= 1, say) and

An,iGn+i = GnL„+Xj [16], we have -2"(Po) = Co

Sf(x\xFl) = Ao,r--An-X,i,

n>l.

On the other hand, Sf induces an inner product on Ud by (f,g)=
Thus from Cauchy's inequality in the inner product space we have

\\Sf(x?FT)\\2 < Sf(xf)Sf

Sf(fg).

(FnFTn)= p2n>l.

It then follows that \\Ao,i---An-X,i\\2 < p2n,i- From a general inequality of

Carleman (cf. [1, p. 86])'
00

00

"^2(uxu2---u„)x/n

<e^un,

n=0

n=0

where the uk are nonnegative real numbers not all of which are zero, it then

follows that

Ei..
=.

\-ll2n < -ST_!_

< rS^ 11^0.'""^"-2.'II2

-^x(Uo,r--An-x,i\\2)xln-

}:x\\Ao,r--An_x,i\\2

Therefore, Nussbaum's condition implies
1 \
(**)

\r^ \\Ao,i-■-An-x,i\\2
> -r-A-a
n

f^0 \\Ao,i---A„j\\2

= 00,

, ^ ■s- a
1 < I < d.

Unfortunately, this condition does not match our condition (*) unless d = 1,
in which case the matrices become numbers.
Clearly, both conditions (*) and (**) can be viewed as natural extensions
of the univariant condition J2(l/an) = 00. This also applies to the condition
00

(t)

£n</ii2 = °°.
k=0
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where An i denotes the generalized inverse of Anj. Since Anj, as the coefficient of the three-term relation, is necessarily of full rank, rank^„/ = rd ,
the generalized inverse exists. We note that (*) implies (**), and (**) implies
(t). An open question is whether Theorem 2 can be strengthened to hold under
condition (**), or even (f). If the answer is yes, then the above discussion
gives another proof of Nussbaum's result.

3. Proofs
First we recall the part of spectral theory that will be needed (see [10, 11,

12]). Let Sf be a separable Hilbert space and 7,: Sf t-> Sf be selfadjoint
operators. Let 7s, be the spectral measure of 7,, 7, = JxdEj(x),
which is
a projection-valued measure defined for Borel sets of R such that 7s,(R) is
the identity operator in Sf and Et(B n C) = Et(B) n Et(C) for Borel sets
B, C C R. The fact that {Tx, ... , Td} commute means that their spectral
measure commutes, i.e., Ej(B)Ej(C) = Ej(C)Ej(B) for any i, j = 1, ... , d
and any two Borel sets B, C c R. If Tx, ... ,Td commute, then

E = Ex ® • • • ® Ed
is a spectral measure on Rd with values that are selfadjoint projections in Sf.
In particular, E is the unique measure such that
E(Bxx---xBd)

= Ex(Bx)---Ed(Bd)

for any Borel sets B{, ... , Bd C R. The measure E is called the spectral
measure of the commuting family Tx, ... , Td . A vector Q>o£ Sf is a cyclic
vector in Sf with respect to the commuting family of selfadjoint operators

7,, ... , Td in Sf if the linear manifold {P(TX,... , Td)Q>0,P £ Ud} is dense
in Sf . The spectral theorem for Tx, ... , Td is as follows.
Theorem 3. Let Sf be a separable Hilbert space and Tx, ... ,Td be a commuting family of selfadjoint operators in Sf. If C>o is a cyclic vector in Sf with
respect to Tx, ... ,Td, then T\, ... ,Td are unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operators Xx, ... , Xd,

(Xif)(x) = Xif(x),

l<i<d,

defined on L2(Rd, p), where the measure p is defined by p(B) = (E(B)&0, <&Q)
for the Borel set B c Rd .
The unitary equivalence means that there exists a unitary mapping U: Sf —>
L2(Rd, p) such that UTjU~x = Xi, 1 < i < d. The unitary equivalence in
Theorem 3 associates the cyclic vector 4>o with the function f(x) = 1 and
(r°....7^)<D0 with f(x) = xa.
We need to show that if condition (*) is satisfied, then the operators
Tx,... ,Td defined in equation (2) form a commuting family of selfadjoint
operators that has a cyclic vector.

Let 3(T)

denote the domain of the operator 7, 3(T) = {/: Tf £ Sf} .

From now on we set Sf = I2. We denote by 3 the set of all finite linear
combinations of canonical basis vectors, or in our vector notation Q>k,

3 = {fx**:

N £ N0,ak£ R"1.
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Clearly 3 is a dense subset of Sf.
have from the definition that

For any / in 3(Tt),

f = Sa^/t

> we

oo

k=0

Therefore, 3 c 3(T),

and it follows that 7, is densely defined on Sf .

Lemma l. If condition (*) is satisfied then the operator 7, defined in equation

(2) is selfadjoint.
Proof. Let f, g £3(Tt),

f = £a|a>j. and g = Y,K®k . First we prove that

7, is symmetric, i.e., (7,/, g) = (Tig, f). The orthogonality of P„ implies
that the B„j are symmetric matrices, B„j= Sf(XiFnFT). From the definition
of 7, we have

(Tif,g)=

lim Sn((Tif, g)),

n—>oo

where
n

S„((Tif, g)) = ^[a^,^!,,

+ a[74,, +a[+l^r,.]b*

k=0
n

= XX^Li

,/«*-i + Bk,i*k+ AkJak+x]

fc=0
n—X

n

n+X

= E b*+1Ak,i*k + E hkBk,i*k + £l>jfcll4fc-l ,i*k■
k=0

k=0

fc=l

Therefore, it follows readily that

\S„((Tif,g))-Sn((Tig,f))\
= l"n An,i&n+l ~ an An,iOn+X I

< IMn,,||2(||b„||2||a„+i||2

+ ||a„||2||bn+i||2)

< M»,,li2(«b„||2
+ K+i111
+ Kill + l|bB+i|||)/2.
If (Tjf, g) - (Tig, f) = 8 , then for a sufficiently large N we have

\ n>N
E \rrr
* E hm!+E hm!< ii/ii2
+ ii^ii2" n''"2
Therefore, our condition (*) implies that 8 = 0. Thus, Tj is symmetric. We
now prove that 7, is selfadjoint, i.e., 7,|^(7-.) = Tf. Assume g £ 3(T*) and

T*g = f. Let again / = 5X*t

and g = i>[Ofc • Since

(Tfrk ,g) = Aki,-bfc+i
+ 5*,,-b*+ Al_x ,bjfc_,
it follows from (TtQ>k,g) = (<Pk,T*g)
Ak_x /b^_l . Therefore,

that afc -

4k,,-b*+i + flfcjl-bk+

= J2t>k[Ak,i<t>k+i
+ **.«** +Al_Ul®k_x] = Tig.
That is, T*g = T,g for all g £ 3*(Tt).

Thus, 7, is selfadjoint.
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For the proof of Theorem 2 we only need 7, to be essentially selfadjoint
and their closures to commute. The essential selfadjointness of 7, can also
be derived from [6]. For bounded operators, the fact that 7, and Tj have
commuting spectral measures is equivalent to 7,7, = 7,7,. But for unbounded
operators this is no longer true (cf. [7]). We need the following result due to
Nelson [7] (see also [9]).
Lemma 2. Let 7 and S be symmetric operators in a Hilbert space Sf and let
D be a dense linear manifold in Sf such that D is contained in the domain

of T2, S2, TS, and ST, and such that TSf = STf for all f in Sf. If
the restriction of S2 + T2 to D is essentially selfadjoint then 7 and S are
essentially selfadjoint and S and 7 commute, where 7 stands for the closure

ofT.
Lemma 3. If condition (*) is satisfied then the operators Tx, ... ,Td defined in
equation (2) mutually commute.
Proof. Since our 7, is selfadjoint by the previous lemma, 7, = Tf* = Ti. The
orthogonality of P„ in Theorem 1 implies that the coefficient matrices satisfy

[14]
AkjAk+Xj

= AkjAk+Xi,

Ak, iBk+Xj + Bk _tAk j = BkJAk;, + AkJBk+x _,■,
Ak-XjAk-X,j

for i ^ j,

+ BkjBkj

+ AkilAkj

= Ak_ljAk_Xj

+ BkjBkj

+ AkjAki,

1 < I, j < d, and k > 0, where A-x j = 0. Using these equations

it is readily seen that TjTjf = TjTtf on 3(T{Tf) Ci3(TjTf). In particular,
7,7,/ = TjTjf for all f in 3, where 3 contains all finite linear combinations of Q>k as defined before. Since 3 is a dense linear manifold in Sf

and clearly 3 is contained in S^2),
3(T2), 3(T,Tj), and 3(TjTt), we
can apply Lemma 2. For i ± j let 7,; be the restriction of 7^2+ 72 on 3.
If condition (*) holds, then the selfadjointness of 7, and 7, by Lemma 1
implies that
((T2 + T2)f,g) = (f,(T2 + T2)g)
for all f,

g in 3.

Thus, 7,y is symmetric. Assume that g £ 3(Tff)

and

/ = Tfjg , and write / = zfaTQ>k and g = ^2bk<t»k. First we have
Ti,fQk = Ck+xQ>k+2
+ Dk+X<bk+X
+ Ek<t>k+ Df<t>k_x+ Cj_,0^_2,
where
Q+i = AkjAk+ij

+ AkjAk+lj,

Dk+i = Ak ,,74+1,1 + BkjAkj

Ek = AkjAkj

+ AkjAlj

+ BkjBkj

+ AkjBk+lj

+ BkJAk+Xj,

+ Ak_XjAk_xj

+ BkJBkJ + ATk_X)Ak_x^.

Then as in the proof of Lemma 1, we can compute (Tjj<bk, g) and use
(<P/t, Tfjg) = (Tij<f>k, g) to write ak in terms of {b^}. Thus we obtain
a*: = C^+1bA-+2+ Dk+Xbk+X+ Ekbk + Dkbk_x + Ck_xbk_2.
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Using this relation in / = £)ak^k

and changing the summation variables, we

obtain
Thus, Tj is selfadjoint.
commute. D

From Lemma 2 it follows that

7, and

Tj

The next lemma is proved in [15] for bounded operators, but its proof does
not depend on the boundedness of 7,.
Lemma 4. The vector Oo £ Sf is a cyclic vector with respect to Tx, ... ,Td and
®„ = Fn(Tx,...,Td)®0,
where Fn(xx, ... ,xd) is of the form used in equation (1).
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof follows the same line as in the bounded case [ 15];
we shall be brief.
Let {P„} satisfy the three-term relation in the
theorem. If condition (*) is satisfied, then it follows from previous lemmas
and Theorem 3 that T{, ... , Td are unitarily equivalent to the multiplication
operators Xx, ... , Xd in L2(Rd, p), where the measure p £ Jf is defined by
p(B) = (E(B)Q>o, Oo). The polynomials {P„} in Lemma 4 are the polynomials
that satisfy the three-term relation, they are orthonormal with respect to p as

JFn(x)FTm(x)dp(x)= (?„<&«,,
p£«Do)= (0„, 0£>.
Therefore, the existence of the measure of orthogonality is proved. Since the
unitary equivalence implies that each of the multiplication operators Xj is
selfadjoint, the determinacy of p follows from [5, Theorem 7]. □
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